The Traveller5 Dice Sampler:

Add a sample of our Traveller5 dice to your order: one each of the standard Black, White, Red, and Yellow 18mm molded plastic six-sided dice created especially for Traveller5.

These are molded dice: the Imperial sunburst and the numbers depressions in the surface of the dice faces and color-inked. The colors are immune from rubbing effects; the markings cannot rub off as with screen-printing or pad-printing.

After years of rolling half-inch dice, we have found that 18mm (three-quarter inch) dice have a much more satisfying feel and roll. We think you’ll agree.

Traveller Dice Sampler: Four dice in a zip-lock bag. $5. Add to any order.

Or

Our 13-piece Dice Set. Ten Black, one Red, one White, and one Yellow. Plus a knighthood of the Imperium, and a Cr25 rebate. Boxed. $15.